Part Two: The Effectiveness of International Environmental Regimes

Problem Structure, Institutional Design, and the Relative Effectiveness of International Environmental Agreements

Ronald B. Mitchell*

Introduction

Assessing the relative effectiveness of international environmental agreements accurately requires careful attention to the structures of the problems they address. Although even studies of single agreements would benefit by evaluating the influence of problem structure, problem structure poses particularly large analytic challenges for scholars interested in the relative effectiveness of environmental treaties. To determine which aspects of institutional design account for the better performance of some environmental agreements requires methodological choices that address the influence of problem structure on both design and the behaviors agreements target.

Scholars are increasingly undertaking comparative analyses of environmental agreements, regimes, and institutions, to extend and improve our understanding of how much different institutional design elements contribute to an agreement’s effectiveness. The need to account for problem structure when analyzing institutional influence arises from four factors. First, problem structure is
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a major alternative explanation to institutional influence. Second, institutional influence may depend on interactions between institutional design elements and problem structure variables that serve as conditioning factors. Third, institutional design is not independent of but is endogenous to problem structure, i.e., problem structure influences both the type of institutions states create and how likely states are to respond to those institutions. Fourth, variation in problem structure influences how states define success, which should be reflected in the metrics of institutional effectiveness that we adopt. Recent scholarship has begun to recognize the importance of the first of these two problems but has been less attentive to the latter two. Remedying existing shortcomings in this regard requires identifying those aspects of variation in problem structure that influence institutional design, controlling for such variation in selecting cases for comparison by using empirical distinctions to capture theoretically-informed variation, looking for remaining variation in these variables, evaluating how both the problem structure variables successfully controlled for and those that still vary influence both institutional design and behavioral outcomes, and using problem structure variables to identify the most appropriate metric of institutional effectiveness. These strategies could be used to select and compare various subsets of international environmental agreements but are illustrated here through identifying methods for conducting an analysis of high seas tuna fisheries. This article builds on elements central to Arild Underdal’s impressive research legacy. Underdal has led efforts to assess environmental regime effectiveness systematically. He has shown that comparing agreement effects, determining the effects of particular design features, and assessing their generalizability can be fostered by supplementing qualitative studies of single agreements with quantitative assessments of multiple agreements. His recent work has highlighted the centrality of problem structure to analysis of institutional effectiveness. More than most, he has thought systematically and quantitatively about the effects of regimes, developed sophisticated methods for analyzing them, and conducted particularly nuanced and careful empirical work.

The value of comparing agreements

Analysis of the effectiveness of international environmental agreements and institutions—for current purposes, I use the terms interchangeably—has reached a point of theoretical development and empirical knowledge that we can move beyond questions of whether particular agreements had influence to which agreements had more influence and why. One important focus of Underdal’s re-
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search has been the relative effectiveness of different institutional arrangements, i.e., “so, which worked better?” Convincing answers to this question cannot come from the qualitative case studies or game theoretic analyses that have dominated the field to date. Underdal’s pathbreaking cross-case analysis in the concluding chapter of Environmental Regime Effectiveness complements a growing body of comparative work. Most of this research compares the effectiveness of agreements that address environmental problems with quite different problem structures, and rely on often-different experts to assess each institution’s influence, how much influence each had, and what aspects of each best account for its influence. This article affirms the value of comparative analysis of effectiveness but proposes that efforts to determine “which worked better” could be improved by taking problem structure more seriously than has been done to date.

Analyzing multiple agreements offers three benefits over analyzing single agreements. Comparisons allow us to move more confidently from claims that an agreement was influential to claims regarding which variables, of the many proposed by scholars, explain such influence. In a single case, it is often difficult to determine which of several institutional features or other factors, all of which were present, actually explains observed outcomes. Case selection, process tracing, examination of within-case variation, and other strategies can ease these problems. Comparing multiple cases, however, increases our ability to identify confidently whether the institution or non-institutional factors caused observed behavioral variation and, if the institution was responsible, which institutional features were “active ingredients” in the agreement’s success and which were superfluous.

Analyzing multiple agreements also increases opportunities to assess how institutional influence depends on non-institutional conditions. For any given agreement, it is often difficult to exclude the possibility that the agreement’s effectiveness was contingent on a set of “benign” facilitating factors. Designs that work well under certain conditions may work poorly or be counterproductive under other conditions. Examining several agreements allows us to determine whether the influence of particular institutional features are unique to particular contexts, are systematic across contexts, or are fostered or inhibited by particular aspects of the context. Relatedly, it can clarify the average effect of particular features across a range of contexts.

Third, comparing multiple agreements fosters assessment of the influence of a particular design feature both to other features and to factors outside the control of negotiators. Thus, comparative studies offer opportunities to deter-
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mine which of several institutional options (such as sanctions, capacity enhancements, or performance-based rewards) work best, how contingent their influence is on other institutional features (such as monitoring), and how much influence they wield relative to non-institutional features (such as changes in prices or technologies).

The Need to Account for Problem Structure

The ability to draw compelling conclusions from comparisons of multiple agreements depends, however, on making problem structure central to the analysis for three reasons. First, “problem structure” captures a wide array of alternative explanations to institutional influence. As Underdal has recently noted, institutional performance depends on both problem structure and institutional design.\textsuperscript{10} International institutions may perform well because they are well designed or because they address easy problems. Even if we assume, initially, that institutional influences are truly independent of problem structure, institutional influences cannot be accurately identified without analytically removing the influence of problem structure. Both policy-makers and scholars may want to know whether particular problems are conducive or resistant to institutional influence, not least to estimate the relative resources needed to address them successfully,\textsuperscript{11} but may also want to know the relative effectiveness of alternative institutional designs at remedying a given problem. In either case, problem structure requires careful analytic attention.

Second, there may be interactions between institutional design and problem structure variables, with a particular design feature's influence depending on the problem structure being addressed. Thus, agreements that lack sanctions may resolve problems requiring shallow cooperation effectively but not those requiring deep cooperation.\textsuperscript{12} Collaborative environmental monitoring may contribute significantly to agreements among industrialized states but far less to those among developing states. To identify the expected effects of institutional features under different conditions and to judge the generalizability of analytic findings requires knowing either the values of problem structure variables or that they have been controlled for.

Third, and central to the argument here, strong theoretical reasons exist to believe that institutional design is endogenous to, rather than independent of, the relationship between problem structure and behavior. Endogeneity involves a relationship in which, of two independent variables that are claimed to influence a dependent variable, one influences the other.\textsuperscript{13} International relations scholars have increasingly recognized that the same problem structure
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variables identified as the sources of institutional design (i.e., regime design variables) are also identified as the sources of the behaviors those institutions target (i.e., regime effectiveness variables). Endogeneity implies that we should assume (until proven otherwise) that variation in institutional design is not independent of but is actually due to variation in underlying problem structure. An initial assumption that institutional design and problem structure are independent, noted above, corresponds to a “no endogeneity” assumption. At the opposite, “perfect endogeneity,” extreme, if an institution’s design is dictated (rather than merely influenced) by problem structure, then the institution cannot be said to have any independent influence on behavioral outcomes. Under conditions of perfect endogeneity, international institutions are epiphenomenal with problem structure explaining all variation in outcomes, either by directly influencing those outcomes or by indirectly dictating institutional design. The analytically bothersome aspect of endogeneity is that controlling for problem structure no longer constitutes an adequate method for rejecting the argument that outcomes were influenced by it. If we cannot assume institutional design and problem structure are independent, it seems reasonable to initiate analysis with an empirically agnostic belief that, in any given comparison of cases, we must assess whether problem structure a) dictated that states would reach agreement on a problem and dictated the major design features of that agreement, b) dictated that states would establish some institution but left negotiators leeway with respect to institutional design, or c) simply made it likely that states would establish an institution but left open the possibility that states might fail in that effort.

Consider how the number of actors engaged in a targeted activity affects assessment of the relative effectiveness of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). “The limited number of facilities that produce ozone-depleting substances and the millions of individuals who could engage in illicit trade in endangered species helps to explain why CITES was much more difficult to enforce than the Montreal Protocol.” But the recognition of this difference in the underlying problems also influenced the roles states allowed NGOs and multinational corporations to play in monitoring and the types of enforcement provisions states adopted. Here, the same problem structure variable (number of actors) explains variation in how likely states are to change their behavior in response to these agreements and the mechanisms by which these agreements target behavior. This makes it inherently challenging to

distinguish whether variation in the behavioral influence of the agreements reflects truly independent differences in institutional design or differences in problem structure that happened to express themselves in differences in institutional design.

Consider the research design implications if endogeneity were perfect, i.e., if one could perfectly predict the design of any institution if all aspects of problem structure were known. Selecting cases to ensure variation in institutional design would necessarily mean one had simultaneously ensured variation in problem structure, and could therefore not determine whether the problem structure or the institution were the source of any observed variations in behavior. Similarly, selecting cases to control for problem structure would eliminate variation in institutional design. Accepting that endogeneity is possible does not imply accepting that it is perfect, however.20 Indeed, perfect endogeneity implies that states and their negotiators exercise no agency in designing international institution. A more reasonable position would seem to be that states facing a set of problems with similar structures have choices among real, but constrained, alternatives. We can expect that cases selected to control for problem structures will exhibit sufficient variation in institutional design to warrant study. Indeed, the degree of institutional design variation across cases in a study that carefully and successfully selected cases to control for problem structure would provide compelling evidence to refute the “perfect endogeneity” claims of some realists.21 That said, those institutional features that were common to those agreements would need to be presumed as dependent on the problem structure, demonstrating both that alternatives to those elements of institutional design were probably not truly viable and suggesting caution in generalizing to agreements facing different problem structures.

Finally, problem structure has important implications for how we define and evaluate institutional effectiveness. The nature of problems and the ways states perceive and define them influence what behavioral and environmental goals they establish in international institutions. Whether states set deep or shallow cooperative goals depends on both the collective motivation to resolve the problem and the availability of alternatives. States may create institutions that ban environmentally harmful behaviors when reasonable-cost alternatives exist but that only restrain growth in those behaviors otherwise. The extent of threats to different species and the nature of human concern have produced agreements that ban harvest of some species, severely restrict harvest of others, and only manage harvest of yet others. Resolving some environmental problems only requires that states regulate the level of particular activities; resolving others requires that states regulate the ways states engage in particular activities. Such differences imply quite different patterns of what we expect to see if the

agreement is effective and quite different counterfactuals to use in estimating that effectiveness.

Problems with Past Efforts

Considerable room exists to improve how comparative studies account for problem structure. Oran Young, Edith Brown Weiss and Harold Jacobson, and Edward Miles and Arild Underdal have published three superb comparative studies of regime effectiveness.22 All three edited volumes provide high-quality comparative analyses of different regimes, combining detailed case studies of variation within regimes and overarching assessments of variation across regimes. All three, in varying degrees, include problem structure in their analyses. Nonetheless, these volumes illustrate shortcomings in incorporating problem structure in effectiveness research.

One shortcoming is simply the lack of consensus, reflecting the broader international relations literature, regarding the importance and proper way to describe problem structure. Although Young identifies important elements of problem structure variation in other work,23 Young’s comparative study identifies problem structure as important to evaluating institutional effectiveness but provides little sense of the ways in which it varies.24 Brown Weiss and Jacobson do not use “problem structure” terminology but link institutional effectiveness to “four characteristics of the activity involved” and twelve “factors involving the country.”25 Miles, Underdal, and colleagues carefully identify the incentives of the underlying game, asymmetries, and cleavages as determinants of problem malignity, and couple that with uncertainty and “problem solving capacity” as the major aspects of problem structure. International relations theory provides a plethora of distinctions in problem structure including coordination vs. collaboration vs. suasion games, problems requiring deep or shallow cooperation, and conflicts over absolutely assessed goods, relatively assessed goods, ends, or means.26 A major recent project identified the central elements of problem structure as distribution problems, enforcement problems, the number of actors and asymmetries among them, and uncertainty.27 Thus, the current state of research makes it unclear how central problem structure should be to a study, what elements are most important to include, and what terms to use in doing so.

These volumes also illustrate a lack of clarity about the appropriate level of resolution in addressing problem structure. Young’s choice to discuss problem
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structure only in his volume’s conclusion suggests that we can draw confident conclusions about regime effectiveness with only high-level and largely inductive distinctions among problem structures. Underdal’s framework relies extensively on the aggregate malign/benign distinction, the simplicity of which Underdal recognizes but defends as appropriate on empirical grounds. In the present context, the significant problem with Underdal’s aggregate notion of malignity is that the aggregation facilitates identifying the difficulty of resolving problems and the factors necessary to promote success but loses the advantages of keeping problem structure variables disaggregated so they can be used to make specific predictions about institutional design. In contrast with both volumes, Brown Weiss and Jacobson identify at least sixteen different aspects of problem structure variation, many of which could be used to predict institutional design, although they do not fully develop such predictions.

None of these volumes effectively address variation in problem structure in line with the issues delineated in the previous section. Young and colleagues focus on behavioral pathways and causal mechanisms rather than problem structure in their analysis. Brown Weiss and Jacobson make problem structure variables important aspects of their analytic framework, but focus on the independent—while ignoring the interactive and endogenous—aspects of those variables. Underdal and his colleagues make a commendable effort to examine effectiveness after controlling for problem structure. Notably, none of these studies consciously control for problem structure. Indeed, Brown Weiss and Jacobson deliberately selected five treaties that included both pollution and natural resource protection cases, and Miles, Underdal and their colleagues selected cases to ensure variation in, inter alia, problem structure and distribution of power. All three studies select cases to be representative of environmental regimes more generally, which has its merits. But, selecting cases in which both problem structure and institutional design vary inhibits efforts to assess which best explains variation in behavioral outcomes.

These analytic problems reflect, in part, two related obstacles to current research on institutional effectiveness. First, empirical operationalizations for most theories regarding problem structure variables are rudimentary, at best. Even distinctions that are theoretically clear in two player game matrices, such as coordination/collaboration distinction, prove difficult to apply to the multiplayer, multi-motive contexts that characterize many environmental problems. Second, the absence of a systematic listing of environmental agreements and the structure of the problems they face (which, in part, reflects the just-discussed
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lack of agreement on how to categorize problem structure) has led many scholars to assume that few opportunities exist to compare essentially similar environmental problems.

**Improving our Approach to Problem Structure**

Foregoing sections have identified the importance of incorporating problem structure into analyses of institutional effectiveness and the shortcomings of previous efforts to do so. This section delineates several analytic steps that would improve our efforts to address the influence of problem structure so that we can draw more compelling and nuanced conclusions about institutional effectiveness.

*Describing Variation in Problem Structure: Incentives, Capacities, Information, and Norms*

Problems related to selecting the terms and level of resolution at which to describe problem structure suggests that properly accounting for problem structure requires identifying its distinct aspects at a level at which existing theory allows us to deduce implications for both institutional design and targeted behaviors. Evaluating the various taxonomies of variation in problem structure with the goal of identifying aspects that influence institutional design and targeted behaviors suggests four broad categories of variables. Distinctions based on incentives, particularly as captured in different games, have dominated much discussion of problem structure. Distinctions among coordination, collaboration, and upstream/downstream problems, though not exhaustive, seem particularly pertinent to environmental regimes and provide strong predictions about institutional design and targeted behaviors: states will craft more careful monitoring provisions for collaboration and upstream/downstream problems than for coordination problems, will tend to use sanctions for collaboration problems and rewards for upstream/downstream problems, and will be progressively less likely to meet agreed-upon obligations as one moves from coordination to collaboration to upstream/downstream problems.\(^{35}\)

Capacities have been central to many analyses of environmental regime effectiveness. States often engage in environmentally harmful behaviors—and fail to comply with international efforts to restrain those behaviors—because of incapacities rather than intention.\(^{36}\) Thus, many developing countries fail to protect the health of their populations adequately because of financial, administrative, and technical incapacities. Variation in capacities also influences insti-


tutional design: states are more likely to rely on financial assistance and capacity enhancements rather than sanctions when they consider a problem to involve incapacity rather than incentive problems. 37

The informational environment is also central to problem structure. Uncertainty about the state of the world and about the behaviors and preferences of other actors contribute to many international problems. 38 Greater scientific uncertainty about an environmental problem leads states to be more reluctant to alter their behaviors but prompts them to make scientific components more central to any institutions they may establish. Likewise, the less transparent one state’s behaviors are to others, the more likely it is that those so inclined will engage in those behaviors and the more likely it is that states will carefully craft institutional monitoring provisions. 39

Finally, the normative setting constitutes an additional aspect of problem structure. States may develop institutions late in a normative lifecycle, where those behaviors already receive considerable support from non-institutional norms. On the other hand, institutions can develop early on in a normative lifecycle, facing the need to develop a weak or create a non-existent norm and/or to try to discourage behaviors that are supported by countervailing norms. 40 Where norms regarding an environmentally-harmful behavior are strong (and countervailing norms are absent), states are likely to accept deeper, more demanding requirements while also being less likely to engage in those behaviors in the first place.

These four categories do not exhaust important distinctions in problem structure. Other important distinctions include the number of actors involved, the asymmetry in power and incentives among actors, and the positions taken by nongovernmental organizations, multinational corporations, and civil society with respect to the problem. The point here has been to identify elements of problem structure whose implications for both institutional design and targeted behaviors highlight the endogeneity problem that has so often been ignored.

Selecting Cases to Limit Variation in Problem Structure

Once important variation in problem structure has been identified, research interested in evaluating institutional effects should select cases for comparison that limit variation in problem structure. Many scholars assume—based on such cases as stratospheric ozone loss, climate change, or hazardous waste—that there simply are not agreements that are sufficiently similar to warrant comparison. But in several arenas states have signed multiple agreements that address
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relatively similar problems—consider marine fisheries, international lakes and rivers, regional seas, and port state control of marine pollution. Using such empirical distinctions in problems is clearly second-best to using theoretical distinctions such as those noted above. But, no systematic database of agreements’ problem structures (based on the foregoing or other taxonomies) exists from which one could select cases that share problem structures. Indeed, considering how to convincingly measure many aspects of problem structure suggests that there are significant obstacles to creating such a database. In the absence of such a database, well-chosen empirical distinctions provide useful proxies for theoretical distinctions.

Two initial steps to controlling problem structure involve excluding cases that address empirical problems so starkly different that they seem unlikely to share problem structures and then evaluating remaining cases to further eliminate variation in important aspects of problem structure in the cases finally selected. Thus, we might initially distinguish between pollution problems and natural resource problems, dividing the latter further into natural resource management and natural resource conservation problems. Natural resource management problems include fisheries as well as management of fur seals, polar bears, whales, other endangered species, tropical timber, and wetlands. The large number of international fisheries agreements—states have negotiated over 50 multilateral agreements directly regulating fisheries since 1950—allows restriction of cases to high seas fisheries. Although this approach selects cases in or out based on theoretically-thin empirical criteria, these criteria serve as useful proxies for more analytic distinctions. Thus, overfishing reflects, almost quintessentially, collaboration (tragedy of the commons) incentives that are thought to make cooperation difficult. High seas fisheries, on which Underdal has done significant analyses, also present “hard cases” in another important respect: almost all commercially viable fish stocks are at least 90% below pre-exploitation levels. Comparing hard cases reduces our uncertainty in estimating counterfactuals, reduces the number of rival explanations for any observed changes in behavior, and makes generalization to “easier” cases more plausible. Excluding bilateral agreements addresses the “number of actors” aspect of problem structure. Focusing on high seas cases focuses research on cases in which states engaged in the targeted behavior clearly have the capacity to stop doing so and those desiring to limit the activity have neither the legal nor practi-
cal capacity to constrain access to the resource (unlike many coastal, lake, and river fisheries but also unlike restraints on the harvest of polar bear and tropical timber). High seas fisheries also, as a class, tend to be more symmetric in incentives and capacities than pollution problems which include, as a class, some symmetric and some asymmetric (upstream/downstream) externalities. Although illustrated using high seas fisheries, this process of winnowing cases could identify relatively large sets of other environmental problems that are sufficiently similar in problem structure to support comparative analysis, whether bilateral upstream/downstream pollution problems, multilateral regional seas agreements, or global marine pollution control agreements. The point here is that the value of using empirical distinctions to select cases depends on the degree to which they simultaneously reduce variation in theoretically-interesting aspects of problem structure. As theoretical consensus on, and operationalizations of, problem structure variation develops, we might hope to identify less obvious and more conceptual groupings of cases.

Within a set of nominally similar cases, opportunities may exist to further reduce variation in problem structure. Among high seas fisheries cases, exploitation incentives depend both on the demand for a species and on the capacity of relevant fleets. Focusing on agreements that regulate similar species in different parts of the world but from which a relatively similar international fleet supplies a global market seems likely to reduce variation in exploitation pressures that might otherwise explain significant differences in institutional outcomes. Equally important, scientific uncertainty about population dynamics, appropriate quotas, etc. varies across species and that variation is likely to influence the types and levels of regulatory restraints states accept and the degree to which they subsequently reduce their catch. Such species-specific aspects of problem structure seem likely to influence institutional design and observed behavior, suggesting the value of comparing agreements that regulate related species. Eight multilateral agreements manage high seas tuna fishing. Although two of these have never entered into force, protocols, amendments, regulations, and recommendations under the other six provide opportunities to examine the variety of techniques used to address this problem, in effect creating far more than six cases of study. Alternatively, one might assume that species-specific variation is not sufficiently influential that appropriate comparisons can be made among all, or some larger subset of, high seas fisheries. In either event, self-conscious case selection provides confidence that variation in problem structure among the cases studied is less than that among other sets of cases.

Evaluating Problem Structure Variables and their Influence on Design and Behavior

Even among sets of carefully-selected cases, variation is likely to remain in at least some aspects of problem structure. Identifying such variation ensures that it can be taken into account as a source of variation both in institutional design
and in behavioral outcomes. The obstacles to identifying variation in aspects of problem structure, noted above, are mitigated when making relative comparisons of the value of problem structure variables across a set of agreements selected to control for other aspects of problem structure. Thus, among tuna fisheries, which vary by both region and specific tuna species, it would be important to identify variation in the number and relative power of actors involved in each fishery (e.g., using harvest level and fleet size), the state of knowledge regarding the specific fish stock (e.g., using stock assessments), the pressures on each fishery (e.g., using world market prices), and some measure of changes in the technology of harvest (e.g., using average vessel size). Such explicit evaluation of variation in problem structure can determine whether case selection controlled for problem structure as intended and, even if it has, clarifies the value at which relevant variables have been controlled. It thereby identifies the conditions under which other variables are operating, providing the necessary foundation for the issues of interaction and endogeneity discussed above.

Endogeneity further dictates the need to examine how problem structure influences institutional design. Variation in institutional design among cases selected to control problem structure provides both a basis for evaluating hypotheses about how problem structure dictates institutional design and allows identification of the extent to which variation in institutional design remains possible within a given problem structure. Thus, among high seas tuna fisheries that involve collaboration problems, theory leads us to expect strong incentives to cheat and either carefully-crafted monitoring and enforcement provisions or an agreement that is ineffective because it lacks such provisions. Given a goal of fostering continued harvest in the face of a dynamic population system, most fishery agreements must establish some form of ongoing adaptive management, usually involving intergovernmental commissions to make periodic regulatory decisions and scientific committees to inform those decisions. The presence of scientific committees helps illustrate the endogeneity problem—their presence in all high seas fisheries agreements would suggest that the political exigencies of such problems preclude establishing agreements that lack such committees and therefore suggest comparing agreements to a counterfactual involving alternative scientific committee arrangements rather than to counterfactuals involving the complete absence of a scientific committee. Theory is less clear, however, with respect to the form of an institution’s primary rules in response to a collaboration problem. In high seas tuna agreements, for example, states have, inter alia, established quotas, regulated minimum fish size, established closed seasons or areas, and limited effort and have done so using both binding and non-binding approaches. Thus, in some cases, fundamental similarities in incentive
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structures leave states leeway in how to regulate a problem, and we might expect variation in regulatory approaches to lead to variation in institutional effectiveness.

Even when problem structure does not vary across agreements, it may well vary over time.\textsuperscript{50} Uncertainty in particular is likely to decrease as scientific understanding improves.\textsuperscript{51} Collecting evidence of how uncertainty has changed over time would shed light on claims that greater uncertainty produces institutions that are more centralized and that allow member states greater flexibility.\textsuperscript{52} This point also illustrates the risks posed by endogeneity. Many fisheries agreements adopt more stringent regulations over time; if states subsequently show greater restraint in harvest, then the crucial question becomes whether that restraint reflects fishing fleets responding directly to improved knowledge about what harvest levels will maintain the fish stock, responding to the effects of that improved knowledge as mediated through the institutional devise of more stringent regulations, or the independent effect of more stringent regulations.

\textit{Evaluating Effectiveness in Terms Appropriate to the Problem Structure}

Finally, as already noted, knowing that we are examining a set of tuna agreements allows us to specify more explicitly what constitutes institutional effectiveness. Catch data from the UN Food and Agriculture Organization or secretariats makes many, if not all, fisheries agreements potentially analyzable. Consider some available quantitative strategies to compare the effectiveness of fisheries agreement. An analysis might compare the average harvest or average change in harvest of states subject to an agreement’s influence to an estimate of the harvest of those states, ceteris paribus, in the absence of such influence (either their own previous behavior or the behavior of states that never became members). Such an analysis might be appropriate for the many, though not all, pollution and wildlife conservation agreements in which states define the problem as requiring ongoing restraint in particular behaviors, e.g., eliminating ozone-depleting substances or banning whale hunting. In such cases, effectiveness can be inferred from levels or trends in the post-agreement period below corresponding counterfactuals predicted in the absence of the agreement. But such an approach ignores the evaluative implications of problem structure just discussed. Fisheries management agreements generally seek to improve long-term harvest levels by either sharply limiting harvest to allow populations to recover quickly or limiting harvest less sharply to help industry remain viable in the short to medium term. In both cases, however, institutional effectiveness in a “goal achievement” sense\textsuperscript{53} requires evidence that post-agreement harvest lev-
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els were initially held below levels expected due to previous overexploitation but were later allowed to increase to sustainable levels above those expected due to such overexploitation. Evaluating such two-stage effectiveness might involve using prior knowledge regarding, for example, a species recovery rate to specify a date to generate two post-agreement periods for comparison. Alternatively, statistical techniques could be used to identify points of significant change in harvest data with the aim of assessing whether those structural breaks appear correlated with the establishment of, or changes in the design of, the agreement. Running identical econometric models on several fisheries agreements would generate statistics that could be used to compare agreement effectiveness. Quantitative analytic techniques are by no means necessary to this task—parallel qualitative strategies could work equally well. In short, selecting cases to reduce variation in problem structure allows identification of a problem-specific definition of effectiveness that applies well to the agreements studied but would apply less well to a broader range of agreements.

Conclusion

Arild Underdal has provided scholars with an impressive set of theoretical, methodological, and empirical tools for investigating the effectiveness of international environmental agreements. He has provided invaluable insights and leadership in identifying which international environmental agreements perform better, which institutional design features explain the more successful ones, and the methods for doing both systematically and rigorously. This article has sought to build on Underdal’s contributions by highlighting the necessity of taking problem structure seriously. Institutional analyses should account for aspects of problem structure as alternatives to, and as variables that interact with, institutional design in determining outcomes but should be particularly attentive to the endogeneity of institutional design to the problem structure-outcome relationship. The shortcomings of existing efforts have been highlighted to identify the obstacles that inhibit the incorporation of problem structure into institutional effectiveness studies and to suggest ways to overcome them. Confident and convincing arguments about which of several agreements were more effective and why requires that we develop clearer categorizations of the variation in problem structure, control such variation through careful case selection, investigate endogeneity in terms of how variation in problem structure dictates both institutional design and post-agreement behaviors, and evaluate effectiveness in terms appropriate to the underlying problem structure. Opportunities exist to respond to these analytic difficulties. But solving them requires considerably more effort and thought if we are to realize the promise of Underdal’s intellectual contributions and contribute to policy efforts to address the numerous environmental challenges currently facing the globe.
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